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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an eyeglass
frame shape-measuring apparatus that measures a lens
frame shape of an eye glass frame.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Conventionally, an apparatus for measuring an
eyeglass frame shape is known (for reference, see
JP3695988B). The apparatus predicts variations of a
moving radius of an unmeasured part based on changes
in information of an already measured moving radius.
Then the apparatus controls driving of a drive motor in
correspondence to the predicted variations of the moving
radius. Next, the apparatus changes a pressing pressure
of a feeler that measures a shape of an eyeglass frame.
Hereby, the term "moving radius" means changes in dis-
tance from a geometrical center or optical center of the
eyeglass frame to a periphery of an internal side of the
eyeglass frame.
US 2003/0105612 A1 describes an apparatus according
to the preamble of claim 1.
[0003] However, in such a conventional apparatus for
measuring eyeglass frame shapes, a method is adopted
in which variations in a moving radius of an unmeasured
part are predicted based on changes in information of an
already measured moving radius. This method is fine in
the case if the moving radius of the unmeasured part
changes as predicted. But as a variety of shapes of eye-
glass frames have recently emerged, there are cases in
which the moving radius changes in a direction that differs
from prediction. Therefore, in the case the moving radius
changes in a direction that differs from prediction, it is
problematic that the pressing pressure changes in a di-
rection that reversely deforms the eyeglass frame so that
shape measurement is possibly not correctly done.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The present invention is made to solve the
above described problems. An object of the present in-
vention is to provide an apparatus for measuring a shape
of an eyeglass frame that performs deformation judgment
of frame shapes at each measurement point based on
actually measured values and can precisely measure a
shape of a lens frame of an eyeglass frame even includ-
ing the cases in which the frame shape changes in a
direction that differs from prediction.
[0005] To accomplish the above object, the present
invention provides an eyeglass frame shape-measuring
apparatus that measures a shape of a lens frame of a
glass frame, comprising:

a feeler for a lens frame configured to measure a
direction of a moving radius of a lens frame;
a drive motor configured to apply a certain amount
of pressing pressure toward the lens frame to the
feeler for the lens frame, and
a control device for measurement and calculation of
the shape of the lens frame configured to: separate
a whole circumference of the shape of the lens frame
into a plurality of measuring points; measure a mov-
ing radius value and a Z shaft value, which is orthog-
onal to the moving radius direction, at each meas-
uring point while the feeler for the lens frame is
moved in sliding contact along the shape of the lens
frame; and obtain the moving radius value and the
Z shaft value as frame shape information , wherein
the control device includes an amount change com-
parison part which is configured to: compare the
moving radius value and the Z shaft value at one
measurement point with the already measured mov-
ing radius value and the Z shaft value at an already
measured measurement point; calculate the amount
change of the moving radius value and the amount
change of the Z shaft value at said one measuring
point; and compare each of the calculated amount
change of the moving radius value and the calculated
amount change of the Z shaft value with a prescribed
value, and
characterised in that the control device is configured
to: reset the pressing pressure value according to a
size of the amount change of the moving radius value
and the amount change of the Z shaft value in the
case that the amount change of the moving radius
value and the amount change of the Z shaft value
calculated in the amount change comparison part
are greater than or equal to the prescribed value; re-
measure the moving radius value and the Z shaft
value at the already measured measurement point
based on the reset pressing pressure value; record
the re-measured radius value and the re-measured
Z shaft value; and then, if the whole circumference
measurement is not yet performed, move to the next
measurement point.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006]

FIG. 1 is a partially schematic perspective view that
illustrates an eyeglass frame shape-measuring ap-
paratus of an embodiment 1.
FIG. 2 is a perspective view that illustrates a meas-
uring mechanism of the eyeglass frame shape-
measuring apparatus of the embodiment 1.
FIG. 3 is a front view that illustrates the measuring
mechanism of the eyeglass frame shape-measuring
apparatus of the embodiment 1.
FIG. 4 is a back view that illustrates the measuring
mechanism of the eyeglass frame shape-measuring
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apparatus of the embodiment 1.
FIG. 5 is a right side view that illustrates the meas-
uring mechanism of the eyeglass frame shape-
measuring apparatus of the embodiment 1.
FIG. 5A is a diagram that illustrates in a frame format
a driving device of a rotational base of the measuring
mechanism of the eyeglass frame shape-measuring
apparatus of the embodiment 1.
FIG. 5B is a diagram that illustrates in a frame format
a slider driving mechanism of the eyeglass frame
shape-measuring apparatus of the embodiment 1.
FIG. 5C is a plain view that illustrates the slider driv-
ing mechanism of the eyeglass frame shape-meas-
uring apparatus of the embodiment 1.
FIG. 5D is a general descriptive diagram that illus-
trates a detection device for a slider original point of
the slider driving mechanism of the eyeglass frame
shape-measuring apparatus of the embodiment 1.
FIG. 6 is a perspective view that illustrates an ele-
vator mechanism of a feeler of the eyeglass frame
shape-measuring apparatus of the embodiment 1.
FIG. 7 is a front view that illustrates a measurement
of a lens frame by the elevator mechanism of the
eyeglass frame shape-measuring apparatus of the
embodiment 1.
FIG. 8 is a left side view that illustrates the measure-
ment of the lens frame by the elevator mechanism
of the eyeglass frame shape-measuring apparatus
of the embodiment 1.
FIG. 9 is a partially enlarged perspective view that
illustrates a feeler for a lens frame of the eyeglass
frame shape-measuring apparatus of the embodi-
ment 1.
FIG. 10 is a side view that illustrates a feeler for a
lens frame of the eyeglass frame shape-measuring
apparatus of the embodiment 1.
FIG. 10A is a control block diagram illustrating a sys-
tem for measurement, driving and calculation control
of the eyeglass frame shape-measuring apparatus
of the embodiment 1.
FIG. 11 is a flow chart that illustrates a flow of a con-
trol process implemented in a calculation control cir-
cuit 52 that measures and calculates a lens frame
shape of the eyeglass frame shape-measuring ap-
paratus of the embodiment 1.
FIG. 12 is a functional schematic diagram that illus-
trates measurement operations of a moving radius
value within measurement of a lens frame shape of
an easily deformable glass frame by the eyeglass
frame shape-measuring apparatus of the embodi-
ment 1.
FIG. 13 is a functional schematic diagram that illus-
trates measurement operations of a Z value within
measurement of a lens frame shape of an easily de-
formable glass frame by the eyeglass frame shape-
measuring apparatus of the embodiment 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0007] Preferred embodiments of an eyeglass frame
shape-measuring apparatus of the present invention are
described in detail hereinbelow with reference to the ac-
companying drawings.

[Embodiment 1]

[0008] A general constitution of an eyeglass frame
shape-measuring apparatus, a measuring mechanism
and a slider driving mechanism of the eyeglass frame
shape-measuring apparatus according to an embodi-
ment 1 is described based on FIG. 1 through FIG. 5D.
[0009] In FIG. 1, the eyeglass frame shape-measuring
apparatus includes a main body 1. The main body 1 in-
cludes a case part 1a for storing a measuring mechanism
situated at a lower part and a lens frame holding mech-
anism 1b disposed at an upper part of the case part 1a.
In addition, a base 2 illustrated in FIG. 2 is disposed at
a bottom part within the case part 1a of FIG. 1.
[0010] The lens frame holding mechanism 1b includes
a parallel pair of guide rods 1c and 1c fixed to the case
part. Besides, a pair of slide frames 3 and 3 is held in the
pair of guide members 1c and 1c to be able to mutually
come close or move apart from each other. The slide
frames 3 and 3 mutually come close to each other in a
direction and are urged in the direction by a not-illustrated
coil spring or the like. The slide frames 3 and 3 are mu-
tually opposed and include longitudinal walls 3a and 3a.
The longitudinal walls 3a and 3a make a lens frame (not
illustrated) of a glass to come into contact thereof. The
slide frames 3 and 3 also include a lens frame holding
device 3b that holds the lens frame. The lens frame hold-
ing device 3b includes a holding stick 3b1 of a lower part
side protruded from the longitudinal wall 3a and a holding
stick 3b2 of an upper side fitted on the slide frame 3 which
is openable and closable from the upper side against the
holding stick 3b1. The lens frame holding device 3b is
disposed respectively against a left and a right lens frame
of a not-illustrated glass. In addition, a constitution dis-
closed in, for example, JP H10-328992A or other well-
known prior arts can be adopted for the lens frame hold-
ing mechanism 1b as such. Therefore, detailed descrip-
tions of the lens frame holding mechanism 1b are abbre-
viated.
[0011] As illustrated in FIG. 2 through FIG. 5, a meas-
uring mechanism 1d is disposed on the base 2. The
measuring mechanism 1d includes a base supporting
member 4 fixed on the base 2. A driven gear 5 of a large
diameter is fitted on the base supporting member 4 and
is capable of free horizontal rotations with a vertical axis
as the center. In addition, a drive motor 6 illustrated in a
frame format in FIG. 5A is mounted adjacent to the driven
gear (timing gear) 5 on the base 2. A pinion (timing gear)
7 is fixed on an output axis 6a of the drive motor 6. A
timing belt 8 is chained around the pinion 7 and the driven
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gear 5.
[0012] Then when the drive motor 6 is operated, rota-
tions of the output axis 6a of the drive motor 6 are deliv-
ered to the driven gear 5 via the pinion 7 and the timing
belt 8 so that the driven gear 5 is rotated. In addition, a
two phase stepping motor or the like is for example used
as the drive motor 6.
[0013] As illustrated in FIG. 2 through FIG. 5, a rota-
tional base 9 is fixed in integration on the driven gear 5.
An original point detection device, for example, a photo-
sensor 9a is fitted on the rotational base 9. In this case,
a light emitting device 9b for indicating a position of the
original point is for example disposed on the base 2. Line
shaped or point shaped light beams are irradiated up-
wardly from the light emitting device 9b as a mark for the
original point. When the photo sensor 9a detects such
light beams as the mark for the original point, the position
of the original point of horizontal rotations of the rotational
base 9 can be set. In addition, a transmission type pho-
tosensor and a reflection type photosensor or well known
prior arts of a proximity sensor or the like can be adopted
as the original point detection device.
[0014] Furthermore, as illustrated in FIG. 2 and FIG.
4, a pair of mutually facing and parallel rail fixing plates
10 and 11 extending upwardly and downwardly is fixed
in integration at both end parts of a longitudinal direction
of the rotational base 9. As illustrated in FIG. 3, end parts
of a longitudinal direction of a side plate 12 are respec-
tively fixed to a side part of the rail fixing plate 10 and a
side part of the rail fixing plate 11. As illustrated in FIG.
4, end parts of a longitudinal direction of a side plate 13
are respectively fixed to another side part of the rail fixing
plate 10 and another side part of the rail fixing plate 11.
[0015] Between upper parts of the facing rail fixing
plate 10 and 11, as illustrated in FIG. 2 through FIG. 4,
a pair of mutually parallel and shaft shaped guide rails
14 and 14 is disposed horizontally. Both end parts of
each guide rail 14 are fixed to the rail fixing plate 10 and
11. A pair of slider 15 is held to be able to move forwardly
and backwardly in a longitudinal direction on guide rails
14 and 14.
[0016] Furthermore, on the side plate 12, as illustrated
in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, a pulley support plate part 12a pro-
truding laterally in a horizontal direction and in close con-
tact with the rail fixing plate 10 is shaped integrally by
replication. Also on the side plate 12, a bracket 16 for
motor mounting use is fixed and in close contact with the
rail fixing plate 11.
[0017] In addition, in the pulley support plate part 12a,
a driven pulley 17 is fitted on with a shaft line extending
upwardly and downwardly as a center and capable of
free horizontal rotation. In the bracket 16, an upper end
part of a drive motor 18 for moving the slider is fixed. For
example, a DC motor or the like is used as the drive motor
18. In addition, an output shaft 18a of the drive motor 18
has a shaft line directed upwardly and downwardly. As
illustrated in FIG. 5B and FIG. 5C, a drive pulley 19 is
fitted onto the output shaft 18a.

[0018] A circular shaped wire 20 is chained around
both pulleys 17 and 19. A part in the vicinity of one end
part of the wire 20 is held by a shaft shaped wire holding
member 21. The wire holding member 21 is fixed to the
slider 15 via brackets 22 and 22’. In addition, both end
parts of the wire 20 are connected via a coil spring 23.
Therefore, when the drive motor 18 is rotated normally
or reversely, the drive shaft 18a and the drive pulley 19
are rotated normally or reversely so that the slider 15 is
moved leftward or rightward within the FIG. 3.
[0019] Between the bracket 22’ and the side plate 12,
as illustrated in FIG. 5D, an original point sensor 20a for
detecting an original point of a movement position (move-
ment amount) of the slider 15 is interposed. A reflective
type sensor or the like is for example used as the original
point sensor 20a. The original point sensor 20a includes
a reflective plate 20b in which a slit shaped reflective
surface (not illustrated) extending upwardly and down-
wardly is disposed. The original point sensor also in-
cludes a reflective type photosensor 20c having a light
emitting device and a light receiving device. In addition,
the reflective plate 20b is disposed on the bracket 22’.
The photosensor 20c is disposed on the side plate 12.
In addition, well known prior arts such as a transmission
type photosensor and a proximity sensor or the like can
be adopted as the original point sensor 20a.
[0020] At a central part of a longitudinal direction of the
side plate 13, as illustrated in FIG. 4, a supporting plate
part 13a protruding laterally in a horizontal direction is
integrally shaped by replication. Between the side plate
13 and the slider 15, as illustrated in FIG. 4, a linear scale
24 is interposed as a moving radius detection sensor that
detects positions of horizontal directional movements of
the slider 15 which moves towards an extending direction
of the guide rail 14.
[0021] The linear scale 24 includes a shaft shaped
main scale 25 held by the slider 15 to be parallel to the
guide rail 14 and a detection head 26 fixed to the sup-
porting plate part 13a that reads out positional informa-
tion of the main scale 25. The detection head 26 detects
positions of horizontal directional movements of the slider
15 from information of the main scale 25 for positional
detection use (information for movement amount detec-
tion use). For example, a well known magnetic type or
optical type linear scale can be used as the linear scale
24. For example, in the case of a magnetic type linear
scale, a magnetic pattern of magnetic poles S, N is dis-
posed alternatively at minute intervals in a shaft line di-
rection of the main scale 25 as information for positional
detection use (information for movement amount detec-
tion use). Then this magnetic pattern is detected using
the detection head 26 (a head for detecting magnetic
changes so that a movement amount (a movement po-
sition) of the slider 15 can be detected. In addition, in the
case of an optical type linear scale, the main scale 25 is
formed into a plate shape and slits of a minute interval
are disposed in a longitudinal direction of this main scale
25. A light emitting device and a light receiving device
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are disposed so that the main scale 25 is interleaved in-
between. Then light from the light emitting device is de-
tected by the light receiving device via slits of the main
scale 25. A movement amount (a movement position) of
the slider 15 can be detected by calculating the number
of slits.
[0022] A through hole 15a is formed, as illustrated in
FIG. 2, on an approximately central part of the slider 15.
A guide barrel 27 extending upwardly and downwardly
is inserted through the through hole 15a. A supporting
frame 28 is disposed, as illustrated in FIG. 4, at a lower
side of the slider 15. The supporting frame includes lon-
gitudinal frames 29 and 30 with their upper end parts held
by the slider 15 and a lateral plate (bottom plate) 31 fixed
to lower end parts of the longitudinal frames 29 and 30.
[0023] A constitution of the elevator mechanism and a
constitution of the feeler of the eyeglass frame shape-
measuring apparatus of the embodiment 1 are described
based on FIG. 6 through FIG. 10.
[0024] As illustrated in FIG. 8, lower end parts of a pair
of shaft shaped supporting members 32 and 32 disposed
mutually parallel and extending upwardly and downward-
ly are fixed to the lateral plate (bottom plate) 31. A holding
member 33 is fixed to upper end parts of these supporting
members 32 and 32. A longitudinal wall 34a of a guide
supporting member 34 with an "L" letter shaped side sur-
face formed thereof is fixed to the holding member 33. A
lower end part of the guide barrel 27 is fixed onto a lateral
wall (superior wall) of the guide supporting member 34.
[0025] In addition, a feeler shaft 35 extending upwardly
and downwardly is fitted into the guide barrel 27 and held
thereby with free capability of upward and downward
movement. A feeler mounting member 36 is disposed
integrally on an upper end part of the feeler shaft 35. The
feeler mounting member 36 is "L" letter shaped to include
a mounting part 36a fitted vertically onto the upper end
part of the feeler shaft 35 and a vertical part 36b extending
upwardly from the mounting part 36a. A feeler 37 for a
lens frame is disposed integrally on an upper end part of
the vertical part 36b and parallel to the mounting part 36a
[0026] In addition, as illustrated in FIG. 9 and FIG. 10,
a feeler 38 for a lens frame protruding upwardly is dis-
posed integrally on an upper end of the feeler mounting
member 36. The feeler 38 for the lens frame includes a
shaft shape-measuring part 38a fitted on the upper end
of the vertical part 36b of the feeler mounting member
36 and parallel to a shaft line of the feeler shaft 35, a
tapered part 38b that tapers off to a point and disposed
on an upper end part of the shaft shape-measuring part
38a and a shaft part 38c with an engaging hole of a small
diameter provided in a coupled manner to an upper end
of the tapered part 38b. In addition, an upper end (pointy
end) part of the shaft part 38c with the engaging hole is
half spherical shaped. A pointy end 38c1 thereof matches
a shaft line of the shaft shape-measuring part 38a.
[0027] As illustrated in FIG. 6 through FIG. 8, a bracket
39 is fixed to a lower end part of the feeler shaft 35. In
addition, between the bracket 39 and the guide support-

ing member 34, as illustrated in FIG. 7, a linear scale 40
that detects positions of movements in upward and down-
ward directions (=Z shaft value) is interposed as a height
detection sensor.
[0028] The linear scale 40 includes a shaft shaped
main scale 41 disposed parallel to the feeler shaft 35 in
an upward and downward direction and a detection head
42 that detects a position of a movement of the feeler 37
and the feeler 38 towards an upward and downward di-
rection from an amount of movement by the main scale
41 in an upward and downward direction. An upper end
part of the main scale 41 is fixed to the holding member
33. Besides, a lower end part of the main scale 41 is fixed
to (or held by) the bracket 39. In addition, the detection
head 42 is held by the holding member 33. In the same
way to the above described linear scale 24, a magnetic
type or an optical type linear scale can be adopted as
the linear scale 40.
[0029] As illustrated in FIG. 6 through FIG. 8, a coil
spring 43 is interposed between the bracket 39 and the
lateral plate (bottom plate) 31 to urge the feeler shaft 35
upwardly by a spring. Furthermore, an engaging shaft 44
is fitted in the vicinity of the lower end part of the feeler
shaft 35. The engaging shaft 44 is situated upward to the
bracket 39 and orthogonal to the feeler shaft 35. In ad-
dition, as illustrated in FIG. 6, a bracket 45 formed with
a "U" character shape is fixed on the lateral plate (bottom
plate) 31. Both end parts of a supporting shaft 46 is held
on opposing walls 45a and 45a of the bracket 45 and
capable of free rotation around a shaft line. A hold down
lever 47 is fixed onto the supporting shaft 46. The hold
down lever 47 comes into contact with an upper part of
the engaging shaft 44. In addition, a tension coil spring
48 for pulling down the lever is interposed between the
hold down lever 47 and the lateral plate 31. A tension
spring force of the tension coil spring 48 is set to be larger
than a spring force of the coil spring 43.
[0030] In addition, a lever 49 for controlling an elevation
position is fixed on the supporting shaft 46. The lever 49
controls an elevation position of the engaging shaft 44
elevated by the hold down lever 47. The lever 49 is used
for setting an elevation position of the feeler shaft 35 and
the feeler 37 for a lens frame as well as an elevation
position of the feeler 38 for the lens frame. The lever 49
for controlling an elevation position is extended in a same
direction as the hold down lever 47.
[0031] In addition, an actuator motor 50 is disposed on
a lower side of the lever 49 for controlling an elevation
position. The actuator motor 50 includes a motor main
body 50a fixed to the lateral plate 31. The actuator motor
50 also includes a shaft 51 protruding towards an upside
from the motor main body 50a and disposed with its shaft
line parallel to the feeler shaft 35. A position control lever
49 comes into contact with an upper end of the shaft 51
by the tension spring force of the tension coil spring 48.
[0032] A DC motor or the like is used as the actuator
motor 50. In addition, when the actuator motor is rotated
normally, the shaft 51 advances upwardly. When the ac-
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tuator motor is rotated reversely, the shaft 51 moves
downwardly.
[0033] In addition, the coil spring 43, the supporting
shaft 46, the hold down lever 47, the tension coil spring
48, the lever 49 for controlling an elevation position and
the actuator motor 50 or the like constitute the elevator
mechanism of the feeler 37 and the feeler 38.
[0034] A constitution of the system for measurement,
driving and calculation control in the eyeglass frame
shape-measuring apparatus of the embodiment 1 is de-
scribed based on FIG. 10A hereinbelow.
[0035] As illustrated in FIG. 10A, in the system for
measurement, driving and calculation control, a detec-
tion signal from the photosensor 9a of an original point
position corresponding to a horizontal position of the ro-
tational base 9 and a detection signal from the photosen-
sor 20c of an original point position corresponding to a
movement of the slider 15 are inputted to a calculation
control circuit 52. In addition, a detection signal of a slider
movement amount from the detection head 26 of the lin-
ear scale 24 and a detection signal of a Z shaft movement
amount from the detection head 42 of the linear scale 40
are inputted to the calculation control circuit 52.
[0036] As illustrated in FIG. 1, a holder detection device
53 is disposed on a side wall of the slide frame 3 and 3
situated at one side. A micro switch or the like is used
for the holder detection device 53. As illustrated in FIG.
10A, a detection signal from the holder detection device
53 is inputted to the calculation control circuit 52. In ad-
dition, as illustrated in FIG. 10A, a switch signal from a
start switch 54 for starting measurement is also inputted
to the calculation control circuit 52.
[0037] The calculation control circuit 52 includes a mo-
tor drive circuit which converts a control command value
to a motor drive current. The calculation control circuit
52, in correspondence to the control command value,
drive-controls the drive motor 6 that drives the rotational
base 9, the drive motor 18 for use in the above described
slider movement and the actuator motor 50 that moves
the feeler 37 and the feeler 38 upwardly and downwardly
within a control range of an elevation position. Further-
more, a memory 55 for recording necessary data is con-
nected to the calculation control circuit 52 to be capable
of reading out writings.
[0038] FIG. 11 is a flow chart that illustrates a flow of
a control process implemented in the calculation control
circuit 52 that measures and calculates a lens frame
shape of the eyeglass frame shape-measuring appara-
tus of the embodiment 1. Each step is described herein-
below (a control device for measuring and calculating a
lens frame shape). In a step S1, a switch signal is inputted
from a start switch 54 for starting measurement. When
preparation of a lens frame shape measurement is over,
a moving radius value and a Z shaft value at a first point,
that is, a first measurement point are measured at a pre-
liminarily set prescribed pressing pressure value and
then the control process proceeds to step S2. Hereby in
the embodiment 1, the "prescribed pressing pressure val-

ue" is set according to a measurement speed. With re-
gard to the measurement speed, the faster the speed,
the larger is a resistance to a movement during a slide
movement so that the higher the pressing pressure value
is applied by the feeler 37 for a lens frame pressing
against a lens frame. In addition, the "preliminarily set
prescribed pressing pressure" is set to a value of a com-
paratively faster part of the measurement speed because
as many lens frames as possible need to be measured
in a short period of time. However, the measurement
speed is slowed in correspondence in the case where
the prescribed pressing pressure value is too high.
[0039] In the step S2, in continuation to the measure-
ment of the first point at the step S1, it is determined
whether a measurement of a moving radius and a Z shaft
value around a whole circumference of the lens frame is
over or not. In the case of YES (the whole circumference
measurement is over), the control process switches over
to measurement termination. In the case of NO (the whole
circumference measurement is not over), the control
process switches over to a step S3.
[0040] In the step S3, in continuation to the determi-
nation in the step S2 of the whole circumference meas-
urement being not over, rotation is performed for a portion
of a prescribed amount and movement to a next meas-
urement point is performed. The control process then
switches over to a step S4. When moving to the next
measurement point, it is moved at a pressing pressure
value set a previous time.
[0041] In the step S4, in continuation to moving to the
next measurement point in the step S3, a moving radius
value and a Z shaft value are measured at the pressing
pressure value set the previous time. The control process
then switches over to a step S5.
[0042] In the step S5, in continuation of the measure-
ment in the step S4 by the pressing pressure value set
the previous time, an amount change of a moving radius
value is calculated from a measured moving radius value
and an already measured moving radius value. In addi-
tion, an amount change of a Z shaft value is calculated
from a measured Z shaft value and an already measured
Z shaft value. The control process then switches over to
a step S6. Hereby the calculation method of the amount
change of the moving radius value and the amount
change of the Z shaft value can be a comparison between
the value measured at the step S4 and a value just before
the value measured at the step S4 or a comparison be-
tween all measurement values extended back to a few
points before including the value measured at the step
S4 and an average value of any a few points already
measured previously. In addition, the value of the amount
change (the moving radius value and the Z shaft value)
can be represented directly by a difference of numerical
values or calculated as a slope.
[0043] In the step S6, in continuation to the calculations
of the amount change of the moving radius value and the
amount change of the Z shaft value in the step S5, the
amount change calculated in the step S5 is compared to
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a preliminarily set prescribed value (a target value for
comparison). When the amount change is less than the
prescribed value, the control process switches over to a
step S7. When the amount change is greater than or
equal to the prescribed value, the control process switch-
es over to a step S8. Hereby a comparison is made be-
tween the amount change of the moving radius value and
a prescribed value of the amount change of the moving
radius value. Another comparison is made between the
amount change of the Z shaft value and another pre-
scribed value of the amount change of the Z shaft value.
When the comparisons are both determined to be less
than the prescribed values, the control process switches
over to the step S7 in which a pressing pressure value
is not changed. When at least one amount change is
determined to be greater than or equal to one of the pre-
scribed values, the control process then switches over
to the step S8 in which the pressing pressure value is
changed.
[0044] In the step S7, in continuation to the determi-
nation in the step S6 that the amount changes are less
than the prescribed values, the moving radius value and
the Z shaft value measured at the step S4 are recorded
together with a rotational angle information that indicates
a measurement point. The control process then returns
to the step S2.
[0045] In the step S8, in continuation to the determi-
nation in the step S6 that the amount change is greater
than or equal to the prescribed value, increasing or de-
creasing directions of the moving radius value and the Z
shaft value are determined. A pressing pressure value
is reset in correspondence to a size of the amount
change. The control process then switches over to a step
S9. During resetting of the pressing pressure value, a
case in which the pressing pressure value exceeds an
optimum value (or optimum range) leads to a deformation
of the frame. In addition, a case in which the pressing
pressure value is less than the optimum value (or opti-
mum range) leads to a drop off of the feeler during a
measurement. Therefore, the pressing pressure value is
controlled to an optimum value. Hereby for the optimum
value, optimum value data is obtained preliminarily by an
experiment or the like. A pressing pressure value table
is developed from the optimum value data. The pressing
pressure value table is preliminarily recorded in a mem-
ory that is capable of writing. In addition, in the embodi-
ment 1, a change of the pressing pressure value by re-
setting is performed by a change in measurement speed
in which the measurement speed is slowed. Therefore,
the pressing pressure value table developed using the
optimum value is set in detail using a combination of the
amount change of the moving radius value, the increas-
ing or decreasing directions of the moving radius value
and the measurement speed. The pressing pressure val-
ue table developed using the optimum value is set in
detail also using a combination of the amount change of
the Z shaft value, the increasing or decreasing directions
of the Z shaft value and the measurement speed. There-

fore, the measurement speed is selected based on the
respective amount change, the respective change direc-
tion and the respective pressing pressure value table
(when one measurement speed is calculated, the one
measurement speed is selected, when two measure-
ment speeds are calculated, the slower measurement
speed is selected). The selected measurement speed
becomes the pressing pressure value by resetting.
[0046] In the step S9, in continuation to resetting in the
step S8 the pressing pressure value in correspondence
to the amount change, a moving radius value and a Z
shaft value of a measurement point with the amount
change determined to be greater than or equal to the
prescribed value are measured again using the reset
pressing pressure value. The control process then
switches over to a step S 10. That is, in the step S6, in
the case the amount change is determined to be greater
than or equal to the prescribed value, then the eyeglass
frame can be considered to be easily deformable so that
measurement speed thereafter is set to be slow.
[0047] In the step S10, in continuation to the re-meas-
uring in the step S9 using a changed pressing pressure
value, the re-measured moving radius value and Z shaft
value are recorded together with information of a rota-
tional angle that indicates a measurement point. The con-
trol process then returns to the step S2.
[0048] Next, operations are described. The operations
of the eyeglass frame shape-measuring apparatus of the
embodiment 1 are classified into, firstly, "preparatory op-
erations of a lens frame shape measurement", secondly,
"operations of a lens frame shape measurement of a not
easily deformable glass frame" and thirdly, "operations
of a lens frame shape measurement of an easily deform-
able glass frame" and described according to the classi-
fications.

[Preparatory operations of a lens frame shape measure-
ment]

[0049] In the eyeglass frame shape-measuring appa-
ratus of the embodiment 1, before performing measure-
ment of a lens frame shape of an eyeglass frame or meas-
urement of a shape of a lens frame of a demo lens, as
illustrated in FIG. 6 through FIG. 8, the upper end of the
shaft 51 of the actuator motor 50 should be set to a lowest
end position (bottom dead point). At this position, the hold
down lever 47 is rotatably urged by the tension coil spring
48 with a stronger spring force than the coil spring 43 to
rotate with the supporting shaft 46 as the center towards
a lower side. Herewith the hold down lever 47 pushes
down the feeler shaft 35 towards the lower side via the
engaging shaft 44. Herewith the feeler 37 for a lens frame
and the feeler 38 for a lens frame are set to lowest end
positions.
[0050] In the case a lens frame shape measurement
of an eyeglass frame is performed using the eyeglass
frame shape-measuring apparatus in such a state, for
example, as described in JP H10-328992A, an eyeglass
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frame MF having a left lens frame LF and a right lens
frame RF is disposed between the slide frame 3 and 3
of FIG. 1 (illustration of the eyeglass frame MF is abbre-
viated in FIG. 1) so that the lens frame LF (RF), as illus-
trated in FIG. 7, is sandwiched between the holding stick
3b1 and 3b2. This holding is the same to that of JP
H10-328992A.
[0051] In addition, the lens frame LF (RF) held between
the holding stick 3b1 and the holding stick 3b2, as illus-
trated in FIG. 7, in a state before the start of a measure-
ment, is set to have an upper position than the feeler 37
for the lens frame. That is, the feeler 37 for the lens frame
is disposed at an initial position (α) situated at a lower
side of the lens frame LF (RF). In addition, as illustrated
in FIG. 7, the feeler 37 for the lens frame and the feeler
38 for the lens frame are disposed in correspondence to
an initial position (i) situated at an approximate center of
the lens frame LF (RF) held between the holding stick
3b1 and the holding stick 3b2.
[0052] At this position, the following state is achieved.
The photosensor 9a detects an original point of a hori-
zontal rotation of the rotational base 9 from light beams
emitted from the light emitting device 9b. Besides, the
original point sensor 20a detects an original point of a
movement position of the slider 15.
[0053] In addition, even in the case the lens frame is
curved in a three dimensional direction, a holding part
held by the holding stick 3b1 and 3b2 of the lens frame
is set to a lowest height in comparison to other parts. At
the holding part, a height of a V-shaped groove Ym of
the lens frame LF(RF) also becomes the set height which
is a position B for starting lens frame shape measure-
ment.
[0054] When a start switch 54 as illustrated in FIG. 10A
is turned ON from this state, the calculation control circuit
52 rotates normally the actuator motor 50 and makes the
shaft 51 to proceed upwardly for a predetermined amount
(move-up) from the position illustrated in FIG. 6 through
FIG. 8. At this moment, the shaft 51 lifts upwardly for a
predetermined amount a free end part of the lever 49 for
controlling an elevation position against the spring force
of the tension coil spring 48.
[0055] Accompanying this, the hold down lever 47 ro-
tates integrally with the supporting shaft 46 with its free
end part moving upwardly for a predetermined amount.
Due to the move up of the free end part of the hold down
lever 47, the engaging shaft 44 is moved upwardly by
the spring force of the coil spring 43 tracking the free end
part of the hold down lever 47 so that the feeler shaft 35
is moved upwardly for a predetermined amount.
[0056] The upward moving amount of the feeler shaft
35, that is, the upward moving amount or the upward
proceeding amount of the shaft 51 due to the actuator
motor 50 is equal to an amount L in which a tip end of
the feeler 37 for the lens frame moves upwardly from the
initial position (α) to a height (β) facing a V-shaped groove
Ym of the above described position B for starting shape
measurement.

[0057] Then the calculation control circuit 52 drive con-
trols the drive motor 18 to rotate the drive pulley 19 and
move the slider 15 along the guide rail 14 by the wire 20
illustrated in FIG. 2 and FIG. 5B. In this case, the slider
15 is moved in a direction of an arrow A1 of FIG. 7. This
movement is performed until the tip end of the feeler 37
for the lens frame comes into contact with the V-shaped
groove Ym at the position B for starting shape measure-
ment. In addition, under the above state in which the tip
end of the feeler 37 for the lens frame comes into contact
with the V-shaped groove Ym, the feeler 37 for the lens
frame actually elastically comes into contact with the V-
shaped groove Ym by the spring force of the coil spring
23. The drive motor 18 is stopped in such a state.
[0058] In addition, in the case the tip end of the feeler
37 for the lens frame comes into contact with the V-
shaped groove Ym, a load applied to the drive motor 18
is enlarged so that a current circulating the drive motor
18 is enlarged. By detecting the current changes, the fact
that the tip end of the feeler 37 for the lens frame has
come into contact with the V-shaped groove Ym can be
detected so that the drive motor 18 can be stopped.
[0059] Thereafter the calculation control circuit 52 fur-
thermore rotates normally the actuator motor 50 and
makes the shaft 51 to proceed upwardly for a predeter-
mined amount (move-up). At this moment, the shaft 51
lifts upwardly for a predetermined amount the free end
part of the lever 49 for controlling an elevation position
against the spring force of the tension coil spring 48.
[0060] Accompanying this, the hold down lever 47 ro-
tates integrally with the supporting shaft 46 with its free
end part moving upwardly for a predetermined amount.
The free end part of the hold down lever 47 is seceded
from the engaging shaft 44 for a predetermined amount
so that the feeler shaft 35 becomes possible to move in
an upward and downward direction (Z shaft direction).

[Operations of a lens frame shape measurement of a not 
easily deformable eyeglass frame]

[0061] When the above preparatory operations of a
lens frame shape measurement are over, the calculation
control circuit 52 drive-controls the drive motor 6 and ro-
tates normally the drive motor 6. The rotation of the drive
motor 6 is transferred to the driven gear 5 via the pinion
7 and the timing belt 8 so that the driven gear 5 is rotated
horizontally in integration to the rotational base 9 (refer
to FIG. 5A).
[0062] Accompanying the rotation of the rotational
base 9, the slider 15 and a number of parts disposed on
the slider 15 rotate horizontally in integration to the rota-
tional base 9. Besides, the tip end of the feeler 37 for the
lens frame moves in sliding contact along the V-shaped
groove Ym.
[0063] At this moment, rotational operations of the ro-
tational base 9 are an intermittent rotation that repeats
rotations of a portion of a prescribed amount according
to a set measurement speed and divides a whole circum-
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ference of the V-shaped groove to a plurality of meas-
urement points. Then the tip end of the feeler 37 for the
lens frame is pressure pressed to the V-shaped groove
Ym at each measurement point while a moving radius
value pn and a Z shaft value Zn are measured so that
together with a rotational angle θn, three dimensional
lens frame shape information (θn , pn, Zn) is obtained
and the lens frame shape is measured. In addition, the
moving radius value pn is a distance from a moving radius
center O to an edge of an internal side of a frame trim
(refer to FIG. 12). In addition, the Z shaft value Zn is a
displacement amount of the moving radius center O of a
direction orthogonal to the moving radius direction (refer
to FIG. 13).
[0064] Hereby for example, operations of a lens frame
shape measurement of a not easily deformable lens
frame of a thickened width plastic or the like are de-
scribed. Such an eyeglass frame has a property such
that even if whole circumference measurement is per-
formed at a prescribed pressing pressure value set by
values of a comparatively faster side of measurement
speed, an amount change of a moving radius value and
an amount change of a Z shaft value can be suppressed
to below the prescribed value.
[0065] In this case, during measurement of a first point,
with reference to the flow chart illustrated in FIG. 11, a
measurement process proceeds in an order of step S1
→ step S2 → step S3 → step S4 → step S5 → step S6
→ step S7. In the step S7, a moving radius value ρ1 of
the first point and a Z shaft value Z1 are recorded together
with a rotational angle θ1 that indicates the measurement
point.
[0066] Then from a measurement of a second point to
when a whole circumference measurement is over, with
reference to the flow chart illustrated in FIG. 11, a process
flow that proceeds in an order of step S2 → step S3 →
step S4 → step S5 → step S6 → step S7 is repeated for
the number of set measurement points while a fast meas-
urement speed due to the preliminarily set prescribed
pressing pressure value is maintained. In the step S7, a
moving radius value pn and a Z shaft value Zn of each
point are recorded together with a rotational angle θ n
that indicates a measurement point. Then when the
whole circumference measurement is over, with refer-
ence to the flow chart illustrated in FIG. 11, the meas-
urement process proceeds from the step S2 to an end
of measurement so that the lens frame shape measure-
ment is terminated.
[0067] Hereby acquisition of information of the moving
radius value pn is described. First, during the lens frame
shape measurement, the slider 15 moves along the guide
rail 14 and integrally with the feeler 37 for the lens frame.
Therefore, a movement amount of the slider 15 when the
slider 15 is moved from an original point position is the
same to a movement amount of a tip end of the feeler 37
for the lens frame. The movement amount is calculated
by the calculation control circuit 52 from a detection signal
of the detection head 26 of the linear scale 24. Besides,

a dimension (length) from a center of the feeler shaft 35
to the tip end of the feeler 37 for the lens frame is already
known. Therefore, when the slider 15 is at the original
point, if a distance from a rotational center of the rotational
base 9 to the tip end of the feeler 37 for the lens frame
is preliminarily set, even in the case the distance from
the rotational center of the rotational base 9 to the tip end
of the feeler 37 for the lens frame is changed when the
slider 15 is moved along the guide rail 14, the distance
changes can be set as the moving radius value pn.
[0068] Therefore, a rotational angle θn of the rotational
base 9 due to rotations of the drive motor 6 is calculated
from a driving pulse number of the drive motor 6 and a
moving radius value pn corresponding to the rotational
angle θn is calculated so that shapes of a circumferential
direction of the V-shaped groove Ym of the lens frame
LF(RF) (lens frame shape) can be calculated as lens
frame shape information (θn, pn) of a circular cylindrical
coordinates format.
[0069] In addition, when the tip end of the feeler 37 for
the lens frame moves in sliding contact along the V-
shaped groove Ym, if the lens frame LF(RF) is curved in
upward and downward directions, the curved state to-
wards the upward and downward directions is calculated
by the calculation control circuit 52 from a detection signal
of the detection head 42 of the linear scale 40 as a dis-
placement amount in upward and downward directions.
The displacement amount towards the upward and
downward directions becomes the Z shaft value Zn.
[0070] Therefore, during lens frame shape measure-
ment of a not easily deformable glass frame, the whole
circumference measurement can be finished at a pre-
scribed pressing pressure value in which a value of a
side of a comparatively fast measurement speed is
adopted so that three dimensional lens frame shape in-
formation (θn, ρn, Zn) of a lens frame shape of the lens
frame LF(RF) can be obtained in a short time.

[Operations of a lens frame shape measurement of an 
easily deformable eyeglass frame]

[0071] FIG. 12 is a functional schematic diagram that
illustrates measurement operations of a moving radius
value within measurement of a lens frame shape of an
easily deformable eyeglass frame by the eyeglass frame
shape-measuring apparatus of the embodiment 1. FIG.
13 is a functional schematic diagram that illustrates
measurement operations of a Z value within measure-
ment of a lens frame shape of an easily deformable eye-
glass frame by the eyeglass frame shape-measuring ap-
paratus of the embodiment 1.
[0072] For example, as described in JP3695988B as
a conventional eyeglass frame shape-measuring appa-
ratus, a method is known to predict moving radius chang-
es of a non-measured part and control a drive motor so
that a pressing pressure can be changed. However, this
method is fine in the case if the moving radius of the
unmeasured part changes as predicted. But as variety
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of shapes of eyeglass frames has recently emerged,
there are cases in which the moving radius changes in
a direction that differs from prediction. In such cases, it
is possible that the pressing pressure changes in a di-
rection that reversely deforms the eyeglass frame so that
shape measurement is not correctly done.
[0073] In addition, conventionally, measurement
speed (= rotational speed) during measurement is set
constantly so that during a normal state, the measure-
ment speed is set comparatively fast because more
frames must be measured in a short time. In this case,
because an eyeglass frame or the like with a thin rim is
easily deformable, the measurement speed must be set
slower by judgments of a measurer so that operations
become burdensome.
[0074] That is, in the case of a lens frame shape meas-
urement of an easily deformable eyeglass frame, there
is a requirement of a precise lens frame shape measure-
ment not based on predictions because there is possi-
bility that correct shape measurement can not be done
based on the predictions. In addition, in the case of a
lens frame shape measurement of an easily deformable
eyeglass frame, there is a requirement that no burden-
some setting changes of the measurement speed by op-
erations of the measurer shall be necessary and simple
operations need to be realized by automatic changes of
the measurement speed.
[0075] The inventors of the present invention propose
the eyeglass frame shape-measuring apparatus of the
embodiment 1 in correspondence to the above require-
ments. For example, in the case a whole circumference
measurement needs to be performed for an easily de-
formable eyeglass frame of a thin rim or the like at a
prescribed pressing pressure value in which a value of
a side of a comparatively fast measurement speed is
adopted, operations of the lens frame shape measure-
ment of the eyeglass frame are described hereinbelow
in which amount changes of a moving radius value and
amount changes of a Z shaft value are suppressed to
below the prescribed value.
[0076] In this case, during measurement of a first
measurement point, with reference to the flow chart illus-
trated in FIG. 11, a measurement process proceeds in
an order of step S1 → step S2 → step S3 → step S4 →
step S5 → step S6 → step S7. In the step S7, a moving
radius value ρ1 of the first point and a Z shaft value Z1
are recorded together with a rotational angle θ1 that in-
dicates the measurement point.
[0077] Then from a measurement of a second point to
when a measurement of a (m-1)th point is over, with ref-
erence to the flow chart illustrated in FIG. 11, a meas-
urement process flow that proceeds in an order of step
S2 → step S3 → step S4 → step S5 → step S6 → step
S7 is repeated until the measurement of the (m-1) point
is over while a fast measurement speed due to the pre-
liminarily set prescribed pressing pressure value is main-
tained. In the step S7, a moving radius value of each
point (ρ2, ..., ρm-1) and a Z shaft value of each point (Z2,

..., Zm-1) are recorded together with a rotational angle
(θ2, ..., θm-1) that indicates a measurement point.
[0078] Then the measurement process enters a meas-
urement of a (m) point. With reference to the flow chart
illustrated in FIG. 11, the measurement process pro-
ceeds in an order of step S2 → step S3 → step S4 →
step S5 → step S6. In the step S6, a comparison is made
between an amount change of a moving radius value (for
example, |ρm-ρm-1|) and the prescribed value of the
amount change of the moving radius value. Another com-
parison is made between an amount change of a Z shaft
value (for example, |Zm-Zm-1|) and the prescribed value
of the amount change of the Z shaft value. When at least
one amount change is determined to be greater than the
prescribed value, the measurement process then pro-
ceeds from the step S6 towards a step S8 → a step S9
→ a step S10. In the step S8, increasing or decreasing
directions of the moving radius value and the Z shaft val-
ue are determined and a pressing pressure value is reset
in correspondence to the size of the amount change. In
the step S9, using the reset pressing pressure value, a
moving radius value ρm and a Z shaft value Zm of a
measurement point (point m or the (m)th point) with the
amount change determined to be greater than or equal
to the prescribed value are re-measured. In the step S10,
the re-measured moving radius value ρm and the Z shaft
value Zm are recorded together with a rotational angle
θm that indicates a measurement point.
[0079] Then the measurement process returns to the
step S2 in which the measurement speed is slowed by
the pressing pressure value reset in the step S8. With
reference to the flow chart illustrated in FIG. 11, the meas-
urement process then proceeds in an order of step S2
→ step S3 → step S4 → step S5 → step S6. Then meas-
urement of a (m+1)th point is performed at the step S4.
Then from the measurement of the (m+1)th point to when
a measurement of a final n point is finished, if a determi-
nation of an amount change being less than the pre-
scribed value is maintained at the step S6, the measure-
ment speed remains slowed according to the pressing
pressure value reset at the step S8, with reference to the
flow chart illustrated in FIG. 11, a measurement process
flow that proceeds from step S2 → step S3 → step S4
→ step S5 → step S6 → step S7 is repeated until the
measurement of the final point is finished. In the step S7,
a moving radius value of each point (ρm+1, ..., ρn) and
a Z shaft value of each point (Zn+1, ..., Zn) are recorded
together with a rotational angle (θm+1, ..., θn) that indi-
cates a measurement point.
[0080] Therefore, during lens frame shape measure-
ment of an easily deformable eyeglass frame, a compar-
ison is made between an actual measurement value, that
is, an amount change of a moving radius value and a
prescribed value of the amount change of the moving
radius value. Another comparison is made between an
actual measurement value, that is, an amount change of
a Z shaft value and a prescribed value of the amount
change of the Z shaft value. When at least one amount
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change is determined to be greater than or equal to the
prescribed value, increasing or decreasing directions of
the moving radius value and the Z shaft value are deter-
mined and a pressing pressure value is reset in corre-
spondence to the size of the amount change. In such a
way, the pressing pressure value is reset using the actual
measurement value but not according to predictions so
that including the cases in which the moving radius value
and the Z shaft value change in a direction that differs
from prediction, the requirement of a precise lens frame
shape measurement can be satisfied.
[0081] In addition, in the case of a lens frame shape
measurement of an easily deformable eyeglass frame,
for example, as illustrated in FIG. 12, from the moving
radius value ρ1 of the first point to the moving radius
value ρm-1 of the (m-1)th point, shape measurement is
performed at a comparatively fast measurement speed
SP1 according to the preliminarily set prescribed press-
ing pressure value. During measurement of the (m)th
point, the measurement speed is automatically switched
over to a measurement speed SP2 slower than the first
measurement speed SP1 so that moving radius values
are measured at the measurement speed SP2 from the
moving radius value ρm of the (m)th point until the moving
radius value pn of the final point. In such a way, burden-
some operations of setting changes of the measurement
speed performed by a measurer are not required so that
changes of the measurement speed are performed au-
tomatically and the requirement of realizing a simple op-
eration can be satisfied.
[0082] Furthermore, during the comparisons between
the amount changes and the prescribed values at the
step S6, the comparison is made between the amount
change of the moving radius value and the prescribed
value of the amount change of the moving radius value.
The another comparison is made between the amount
change of the Z shaft value and the prescribed value of
the amount change of the Z shaft value. When at least
one amount change is determined to be greater than or
equal to the prescribed value, the increasing or decreas-
ing direction of the moving radius value or the Z shaft
value is determined so that the pressing pressure value
is reset according to the size of the amount change.
Therefore, even in the case where the lens frame has a
shape easily deformable in the moving radius direction
or the Z shaft direction, deformations of the lens frame
shape can be detected certainly.
[0083] Next, effects are described. The eyeglass frame
shape-measuring apparatus of the embodiment 1 can
obtain the effects listed hereinbelow.

(1) The eyeglass frame shape-measuring apparatus
that measures a shape of a lens frame of an eyeglass
frame MF includes a feeler 37 for a lens frame that
measures a direction of a moving radius of the lens
frame LF (RF), a drive motor 6 for applying a certain
amount of pressing pressure to the feeler 37 for the
lens frame as well as a control device (FIG. 11) for

measurement and calculation of the shape of the
lens frame. The control device separates a whole
circumference of the shape of the lens frame into a
plurality of measuring points and obtains as frame
shape information (θn, ρn, Zn) frame shape values
(ρn, Zn) measured at each measuring point by mov-
ing the feeler 37 for the lens frame so that the feeler
37 is in sliding contact along the shape of the lens
frame. The control device compares a frame shape
value at one measuring point with an already meas-
ured frame shape value and determines an amount
of pressing pressure in correspondence to an
amount change of a frame shape detected at the one
measuring point. In the case where the pressing
pressure value differs from a preliminarily set press-
ing pressure value, the control device resets the
pressing pressure value and measures again the
frame shape at the already measured measuring
point. Therefore, deformation of the frame shape is
determined at each measurement point based on
the actual measurement values so that precise
measurement of the lens frame shape of the eye-
glass frame MF can be performed even for the cases
in which the frame shape changes in a direction that
differs from prediction.
(2) The control device (FIG. 11) for measurement
and calculation of the shape of the lens frame records
the already measured frame shape values (step S7)
in the case where the amount change of the frame
shape at one measurement point is less than the
prescribed value (NO at the step S6) and moves to
the next measurement point while maintaining the
pressing pressure value set at the moment (step S3).
In the case the amount change of the frame shape
of the one measurement point is greater than or
equal to the prescribed value (YES at the step S6),
the control device resets the pressing pressure value
in correspondence to the size of the amount change
of the frame shape (step S8) and re-measures the
frame shape at the already measured measurement
point according to the reset pressing pressure value
(step S9). Then the control device records the frame
shape value obtained by re-measurement (step S10)
and moves to the next measurement point while
maintaining the reset pressing pressure value (step
S3). In such a way, the reset of the pressing pressure
value and the re-measurement of the frame shape
value are performed only when the amount change
of the frame shape of the one measurement point is
greater than or equal to the prescribed value. As long
as the amount change of the frame shape of the one
measurement point is less than the prescribed value,
the pressing pressure value set at the moment is still
maintained so that measurement precision of the
lens frame shape can be improved while at the same
time measurement of the lens frame shape can be
done in a short time.
(3) The control device (FIG. 11) for measurement
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and calculation of the shape of the lens frame moves
to the measurement point (step S3) and measures
by the pressing pressure value set at the moment
the moving radius value ρm and the Z shaft value
Zm orthogonal to the moving radius direction (step
S4). The control device calculates the amount
change of the moving radius value from the meas-
ured moving radius value ρm and the another al-
ready measured moving radius value ρm-1 as well
as the amount change of the Z shaft value from the
measured Z shaft value Zm and the another already
measured Z shaft value Zm-1 (step S5). The control
device includes an amount change comparison part
that compares respectively the calculated amount
change of the moving radius value with the pre-
scribed value and the calculated amount change of
the Z shaft value with the prescribed value (step S6).
Therefore, even in the case where the shape of the
lens frame LF (RF) is easily deformable in the moving
radius direction or the Z shaft direction, deformation
of the lens frame shape can be detected certainly.
(4) In the control device (FIG. 11) for measurement
and calculation of the shape of the lens frame, setting
changes of the pressing pressure value are settings
performed by changes in the measurement speed.
The control device includes a pressing pressure val-
ue reset part that changes the measurement speed
in correspondence to the size of the amount change
of the frame shape (step S8) when the amount
change of the frame shape of one measurement
point is greater than or equal to the prescribed value
(YES at the step S6). Therefore, burdensome oper-
ations of setting changes of the measurement speed
by a measurer become unnecessary but changes of
the measurement speed are performed automatical-
ly so that an eyeglass frame shape-measuring ap-
paratus having a simple operation can be realized.
(5) The pressing pressure value reset part (the step
S8 of FIG. 11) preliminarily sets a pressing pressure
value table that combines the amount change of the
frame shape, the increasing or decreasing direction
of the frame shape value and the measurement
speed so that a most appropriate pressing pressure
value without the frame deformation or the drop off
of the feeler can be determined. When the amount
change of the frame shape of one measurement
point is greater than or equal to the prescribed value
(YES at the step S6), the measurement speed is
determined using the size of the amount change of
the frame shape obtained from measurement data
and the increasing or decreasing direction of the
frame shape value obtained from the measurement
data as well as the preliminarily set pressing pres-
sure table. The measurement speed is then reset to
the determined measurement speed. Therefore, in
the case where the frame shape is determined to
have deformation, the measurement speed after the
measurement point determined to have deformation

can be set to the measurement speed of a most ap-
propriate pressing pressure without the frame defor-
mation or drop off of the feeler. That is, even in the
case of the measurement of the lens frame shape
of the easily deformable eyeglass frame, the number
of times of resetting of the pressing pressure value
can be a minimum and the measurement of the lens
frame shape can be finished in a short time.
(6) The control device (FIG. 11) for measurement
and calculation of the shape of the lens frame in-
cludes a frame shape value re-measurement part
that re-measures by the reset pressing pressure val-
ue the frame shape value of the measurement point
with the amount change determined to be greater
than or equal to the prescribed value (step S9).
Therefore, the measurement of the lens frame shape
can be finished in a short time while the number of
re-measurement point is limited to a minimum.
(7) The control device (FIG. 11) for measurement
and calculation of the shape of the lens frame in-
cludes an initial setting part for the prescribed press-
ing pressure value that performs initial settings of
the prescribed pressing pressure value. That is,
when starting lens frame shape measurement, the
prescribed pressing pressure value is initially set to
a comparatively high measurement speed in which
the duration of the measurement terminates in a
short time (step S1). Therefore, as long as the
amount change of the frame shape of each meas-
urement point is less than the prescribed value, the
initially set prescribed pressing pressure value is still
maintained so that in the case the eyeglass frame
MF has a not easily deformable shape or is made of
a not easily deformable material, the measurement
of the lens frame shape can be finished in a short
time.

[0084] The eyeglass frame shape-measuring appara-
tus of the present invention is described above based on
the embodiment 1 but the specific constitutions are not
limited to the embodiment 1. Design modifications and
changes are allowed as long as they do not deviate from
the scope of the invention set in each of the claims.
[0085] In the embodiment 1, an example of changing
the measurement speed by the drive motor 6 is illustrated
as an embodiment of the changes of the pressing pres-
sure value. However, as other embodiments of the
changes of the pressing pressure value, an example of
changing a motor torque of the drive motor 6 can be
adopted. Another example of changing simultaneously
the motor torque of the drive motor 6 and the measure-
ment speed can also be adopted. Furthermore, an ex-
ample can be adopted in which the spring force applied
to press the feeler 37 for the lens frame towards the lens
frame can be changed by operations of the actuator.
[0086] In the embodiment 1, an example is illustrated
in which the frame shape value re-measurement part
(step S9) of the control device (FIG. 11) for measurement
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and calculation of the shape of the lens frame re-meas-
ures the frame shape value of the measurement point
with the amount change determined to be greater than
or equal to the prescribed value. However, the point to
be measured can return to couple points before where
re-measurement can be started from the couple points
before under a state in which the measurement speed is
slowed. Furthermore, the point to be measured can re-
turn to the first point where re-measurement can be start-
ed from the first point under a state in which the meas-
urement speed is slowed.
[0087] In the embodiment 1, an example is illustrated
in which the initial setting part for the prescribed pressing
pressure value of the control device (FIG. 11) for meas-
urement and calculation of the shape of the lens frame
performs initial settings of the prescribed pressing pres-
sure value. That is, when starting lens frame shape meas-
urement, the prescribed pressing pressure value is ini-
tially set to a comparatively high measurement speed in
which the duration of the measurement terminates in a
short time. However, in the case where an eyeglass
frame is preliminarily known as being easily deformable,
another example can be adopted in which the initial pre-
scribed pressing pressure value is provided by a switch-
over setting by a manual operation. In addition, partial
preparatory measurements of one point through couple
points are performed. Based on deformation information
by the preparatory measurements, the initial prescribed
pressing pressure value is provided by the manual
switch-over setting or an automatic switch-over setting.
[0088] In the embodiment 1, an example is illustrated
in which the frame shape value of any one point of the
eyeglass frame is measured once and compared to an
already measured frame shape value to detect shape
deformations of the eyeglass frame. However, an exam-
ple can be adopted to include a detection device that
measures a plurality of times any one point of the eye-
glass frame so that changes of the moving radius at the
measurement points and shape deformations of the eye-
glass frame can be detected.
[0089] Therefore, in the eyeglass frame shape-meas-
uring apparatus of the present invention, when measur-
ing the lens frame shape, a whole circumference of the
lens frame shape is divided into a plurality of measure-
ment points. The frame shape values at each measure-
ment point measured by moving the feeler for the lens
frame so that the feeler is in sliding contact along the lens
frame shape are obtained as frame shape information.
During the lens frame shape measurement, a compari-
son between the frame shape value at one measurement
point and another already measured frame shape value
is made in the control device for measurement and cal-
culation of the shape of the lens frame. A pressing pres-
sure value is determined in correspondence to the
amount change of the frame shape detected at the one
measurement point. In the case this pressing pressure
value differs from a preliminarily set pressing pressure
value, the pressing pressure value is reset and frame

shape is re-measured at the already measured meas-
urement point. As a result, deformation of the frame
shape is determined at each measurement point based
on the actual measurement values and even in the case
where the frame shape changes in a direction that differs
from prediction, measurement of the lens frame shape
of the eyeglass frame can be performed precisely.
[0090] The above-described embodiment is only a rep-
resentative embodiment of the present invention. The
present invention is not limited to the above-described
embodiment. That is, various modifications and changes
can be made to the above embodiment within a range
not deviating from the scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. An eyeglass frame shape-measuring apparatus for
measuring a shape of a lens frame of a glass frame,
comprising:

a feeler (37) for a lens frame configured to meas-
ure a direction of a moving radius of a lens frame;
a drive motor (6) configured to apply a certain
amount of pressing pressure toward the lens
frame to the feeler (37) for the lens frame, and
a control device for measurement and calcula-
tion of the shape of the lens frame configured
to: separate a whole circumference of the shape
of the lens frame into a plurality of measuring
points; measure a moving radius value and a Z
shaft value, which is orthogonal to the moving
radius direction, at each measuring point while
the feeler (37) for the lens frame is moved in
sliding contact along the shape of the lens frame;
and obtain the moving radius value and the Z
shaft value as frame shape information , where-
in
the control device includes an amount change
comparison part which is configured to: com-
pare the moving radius value and the Z shaft
value at one measurement point with the already
measured moving radius value and the Z shaft
value at an already measured measurement
point; calculate the amount change of the mov-
ing radius value and the amount change of the
Z shaft value at said one measuring point; and
compare each of the calculated amount change
of the moving radius value and the calculated
amount change of the Z shaft value with a pre-
scribed value, and
characterised in that the control device is con-
figured to: reset the pressing pressure value ac-
cording to a size of the amount change of the
moving radius value and the amount change of
the Z shaft value in the case that the amount
change of the moving radius value and the
amount change of the Z shaft value calculated
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in the amount change comparison part are
greater than or equal to the prescribed value;
re-measure the moving radius value and the Z
shaft value at the already measured measure-
ment point based on the reset pressing pressure
value; record the re-measured moving radius
value and the re-measured Z shaft value; and
then, if the whole circumference measurement
is not yet performed, move to the next measure-
ment point.

2. The eyeglass frame shape-measuring apparatus ac-
cording to Claim 1, wherein
the control device for measurement and calculation
of the shape of the lens
frame is configured to record the already measured
moving radius value and the Z shaft value in the case
where the amount change of the moving radius value
and the amount change of the Z shaft value detected
at the one measurement point is less than the pre-
scribed value and move the feeler to the next meas-
urement point while maintaining the pressing pres-
sure value set at the moment,
and
the control device is configured to move the feeler
to the next measurement point while maintaining the
reset pressing pressure value in the case that the
amount change of the moving radius value and the
amount change of the Z shaft value at the one meas-
uring point is greater than or equal to the prescribed
value.

3. The eyeglass frame shape-measuring apparatus ac-
cording to Claim 2, wherein:

the amount change comparison part is config-
ured to measure by the pressing pressure value
set at the moment the moving radius value and
the Z shaft value, upon the movement of the
feeler to the measurement point,

4. The eyeglass frame shape-measuring apparatus ac-
cording to Claim 2 or Claim 3, wherein:

setting changes of the pressing pressure value
in the control device for measurement and cal-
culation of the shape of the lens frame are set-
tings corresponding to changes in the measure-
ment speed, and
the control device further includes a pressing
pressure value reset part that changes the
measurement speed in correspondence to the
size of the amount change of the moving radius
value and the amount change of the Z axis value
when the amount change of the moving radius
value, and the amount change of the Z axis value
of the one measurement point is greater than or
equal to the prescribed value.

5. The eyeglass frame shape-measuring apparatus ac-
cording to Claim 4, wherein:

the pressing pressure value reset part, in order
to determine a most appropriate pressing pres-
sure value without frame deformations or drop
offs of the feeler (37), is configured to prelimi-
narily set a pressing pressure value table that
combines the increasing or decreasing direction
and the measurement speed of the amount
change of the moving radius value and the
amount change of the Z shaft value and the mov-
ing radius value and the Z shaft value,
the pressing pressure value reset part is config-
ured to determine the
measurement speed using the size of the
amount change of the moving radius value and
the amount change of the Z shaft value obtained
from measurement data and the increasing or
decreasing direction of the moving radius value
and the Z shaft value obtained from the meas-
urement data as well as the preliminarily set
pressing pressure table when the amount
change of the moving radius value and the
amount change of the Z shaft value of one meas-
urement point is greater than or equal to the pre-
scribed value, and
the pressing pressure value reset part is config-
ured to reset the measurement speed to the de-
termined measurement speed.

6. The eyeglass frame shape-measuring apparatus ac-
cording to Claim 1, wherein:

the control device for measurement and calcu-
lation of the shape of the lens frame further in-
cludes a frame shape value re-measurement
part that re-measures using the reset pressing
pressure value the moving radius value and Z
shaft value of the measurement point with the
amount change determined to be greater than
or equal to the prescribed value.

7. The eyeglass frame shape-measuring apparatus ac-
cording to Claim 1, wherein:

the control device for measurement and calcu-
lation of the shape of the lens frame further in-
cludes an initial setting part for the prescribed
pressing pressure value that performs initial set-
tings of the prescribed pressing pressure value,
and
the initial setting part, when starting lens frame
shape measurement, is configured to initially set
the prescribed pressing pressure value to a
comparatively high measurement speed in
which the duration of the measurement termi-
nates in a short time.
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Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung zum Messen von Brillenfassungsfor-
men, mit der sich eine Form einer Brillenglasfassung
messen lässt und die aufweist:

einen Abtaster (37) für eine Brillenglasfassung,
der ausgeführt ist, eine Richtung eines sich be-
wegenden bzw. eines laufenden Radius einer
Brillenglasfassung zu messen;
einen Antriebsmotor (6), der ausgeführt ist, den
Abtaster (37) für die Brillenglasfassung mit einer
bestimmten, zu dieser hin gerichteten Andruck-
kraft zu beaufschlagen;
eine Steuereinrichtung zum Messen und Be-
rechnen der Form der Brillenglasfassung, mit
der der Gesamtumfang der Form des Brillen-
glasrahmens zu einer Vielzahl von Messpunk-
ten unterteilbar ist; für den sich bewegenden
bzw. laufenden Radius einen Radiuswert sowie
einen Wert eines Z-Schafts messbar ist, die
rechtwinklig zur Richtung des laufenden Radius
liegen, und dies an jedem Messpunkt, während
der Abtaster (37) für die Brillenglasfassung die-
se entlang läuft; und der laufende Radiuswert
und der Wert des Z-Schafts sich als Information
der Fassungsform gewinnen lassen; wobei
die Steuereinrichtung einen Größenänderungs-
Vergleichsteil aufweist, mit dem der laufende
Radiuswert und der Wert des Z-Schafts an ei-
nem Messpunkt mit dem bereits erfassten lau-
fenden Radiuswert und dem Wert des Z-Schafts
an einem bereits erfassten Messpunkt ver-
gleichbar sind; das Ausmaß der Änderung des
laufenden Radiuswerts und dem Wert des Z-
Schafts an dem einen Messpunkt berechenbar
ist und die berechnete Änderung des laufenden
Radiuswerts und des Wertes des Z-Schafts je-
weils mit einem vorgeschriebenen bzw. Sollwert
vergleichbar sind;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mit der Steu-
ereinrichtung der Wert der Andruckkraft ent-
sprechend der Änderung des laufenden Radi-
uswert und dem Wert des Z-Schafts neu ein-
stellbar ist, falls die im Änderungs-Vergleichsteil
berechnete Änderung des laufenden Radius-
werts und dem Wert des Z-Schafts jeweils gleich
dem oder größer als der Sollwertwert ist; der
laufende Radiuswert und der Wert des Z-
Schafts am bereits erfassten Messpunkt auf
Grund der verstellten Andruckkraft erneut mess-
bar ist; und der erneut gemessene laufende Ra-
diuswert und der erneut gemessene Wert des
Z-Schafts aufzeichenbar sind; wonach, falls die
Messung des gesamten Umfangs noch nicht ab-
geschlossen ist, zum nächsten Messpunkt über-
gegangen wird.

2. Vorrichtung zum Messen von Brillenglas-Fassungs-
formen nach Anspruch 1, bei der:

mit der Steuereinrichtung zum Messen und Be-
rechnen der Form der Brillenglasfassung der
bereits gemessene laufende Radiuswert und
der Wert des Z-Schafts aufzeichenbar sind, falls
die an dem einen Messpunkt erfasste Änderung
des laufenden Radiuswerts und des Werts des
Z-Schafts geringer ist als der jeweilige Sollwert;
und der Abtaster bei erhaltener, momentan ein-
gestellter Andruckkraft zum nächsten Mess-
punkt weiterführbar ist; und
mit der Steuereinrichtung bei erhaltener nach-
gestellter Andruckkraft der Abtaster zum nächs-
ten Messpunkt weiterführbar ist, falls die Ände-
rung des laufenden Radiuswerts und des Werts
des Z-Schafts an dem einen Messpunkt jeweils
gleich oder größer als der Sollwert ist.

3. Vorrichtung zum Messen der Brillenglas-Fassungs-
form nach Anspruch 2, bei der:

mit dem Vergleichsteil einer Größenänderung
beim Bewegen des Abtasters zum Messpunkt
der laufende Radiuswert und der Wert des Z-
Schafts durch die momentanen Andruckkraft
messbar sind.

4. Vorrichtung zum Messen der Brillenglas-Fassungs-
form nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, bei der:

Einstelländerungen der Andruckkraft in der
Steuereinrichtung zum Messen und Berechnen
der Form der Brillenglasfassung Einstellungen
sind, die Änderungen der Messgeschwindigkeit
entsprechen; und
die Steuereinrichtung weiterhin einen Nachstell-
teil für die Andruckkraft aufweist, der die Mess-
geschwindigkeit entsprechend der Größe der
Änderung des laufenden Radius und des Werts
der Z-Achse ändert, wenn die Änderung des lau-
fenden Radius und des Werts der Z-Achse des
einen Messpunkt gleich oder größer als der Soll-
wert ist.

5. Vorrichtung zum Messen der Brillenglas-Fassungs-
form nach Anspruch 4, bei der:

mit dem Andruckkraft-Nachstellteil, um eine
meistgeeignete Andruckkraft ohne Verformen
der Brillenglasfassung oder Abfallen des Abtas-
ters (37) zu ermitteln, eine Andruckkrafttabelle
vorläufig setzbar ist, die die Zu- oder Abnahme-
richtung und die Messgeschwindigkeit der Än-
derung des laufenden Radiuswerts und der
Wert des Z-Schafts sowie die Änderung des lau-
fenden Radiuswerts und des Werts des Z-
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Schafts selbst zusammenfasst;
mit dem Andruckkraft-Nachstellteil unter An-
wendung der aus den Messdaten gewonnenen
Änderungen des laufenden Radiuswerts und
des Werts des Z-Schafts und der aus den Mess-
daten gewonnnen Zu- bzw. Abnahmerichtung
des laufenden Radiuswerts und des Z-Schaft-
werts sowie der vorläufig eingestellten Tabelle
der Andruckkraft die Messgeschwindigkeit er-
mittelbar ist, wenn die Änderung des laufenden
Radiuswerts und der Wert des Z-Schafts eines
Messpunkts jeweils gleich oder größer ist als
der Sollwert; und mit dem Nachstellteil für die
Andruckkraft die Messgeschwindigkeit auf die
ermittelte Messgeschwindigkeit umsetzbar ist.

6. Vorrichtung zum Messen der Brillenglas-Fassungs-
form nach Anspruch 1, bei der:

die Steuereinrichtung zum Messen und Berech-
nen der Form der Brillenglasfassung weiterhin
einen Teil zum erneuten Messen eines Brillen-
glas-Formwerts aufweist, der mit der neu einge-
stellten Andruckkraft den laufenden Radiuswert
und der Wert des Z-Schafts des Messpunkts mit
der Änderung nachmisst, die als gleich oder grö-
ßer als der Sollwert ermittelt wurde.

7. Vorrichtung zum Messen der Fassungsform eines
Brillenglases nach Anspruch 1, bei der:

die Steuereinrichtung zum Messen und Berech-
nen der Form der Brillenglasfassung weiterhin
einen Anfangseinstellteil für die Soll-Andruck-
kraft aufweist, der die Anfangseinstellungen der
Soll-Andruckkraft besorgt; und
der Anfangseinstellteil beim Einleiten der Fas-
sungsmessung eines Brillenglases die Soll-An-
druckkraft anfänglich auf eine vergleichweise
hohe Messgeschwindigkeit einstellt, bei der die
Messung nach kurzer Zeit abgeschlossen wird.

Revendications

1. Appareil de mesure de forme de monture de lunettes
pour mesurer une forme d’une monture de lunettes,
comprenant :

un palpeur (37) pour une monture, configuré
pour mesurer une direction d’un rayon mobile
d’une monture ;
un moteur d’entraînement (6) configuré pour ap-
pliquer une certaine quantité d’application d’une
pression vers la monture au palpeur (37) pour
la monture, et
un dispositif de commande pour mesurer et cal-
culer la forme de la monture, configuré pour :

séparer une circonférence totale de la forme de
la monture en une pluralité de points de mesure ;
mesurer une valeur de rayon mobile et une va-
leur de l’axe Z, qui est orthogonale par rapport
à la direction du rayon mobile, à chaque point
de mesure, pendant que le palpeur (37) pour la
monture est déplacé en un contact coulissant le
long de la forme de la monture ; et obtenir la
valeur de rayon mobile et la valeur de l’axe Z en
tant qu’informations sur la forme de la monture,
dans lequel
le dispositif de commande comprend une partie
de comparaison de niveau de changement qui
est configuré pour : comparer la valeur de rayon
mobile et la valeur de l’axe Z à un point de me-
sure avec la valeur de rayon mobile déjà mesu-
rée et la valeur de l’axe Z déjà mesurée à un
point de mesure déjà mesuré ; calculer le niveau
de changement de la valeur de rayon mobile et
le niveau de changement de la valeur de l’axe
Z sur ledit point de mesure ; et comparer chacun
du niveau de changement calculé de la valeur
de rayon mobile et du niveau de changement
calculé de la valeur de l’axe avec une valeur
prescrite, et
caractérisé en ce que le dispositif de comman-
de est configuré pour : réinitialiser la valeur d’ap-
plication de pression selon une ampleur du ni-
veau de changement de la valeur de rayon mo-
bile et le niveau de changement de la valeur de
l’axe Z dans le cas où le niveau de changement
de la valeur de rayon mobile et le niveau de
changement de la valeur de l’axe Z calculé dans
la partie de comparaison de niveau de change-
ment sont supérieurs ou égaux à la valeur
prescrite ; remesurer la valeur de rayon mobile
et la valeur de l’axe Z au point de mesure déjà
mesuré sur la base de la valeur d’application de
pression réinitialisée ; enregistrer la valeur de
rayon mobile remesurée et la valeur de l’axe Z
remesurée ; puis, si la mesure de la circonfé-
rence totale n’est pas encore réalisée, se dépla-
cer jusqu’au point de mesure suivant.

2. Appareil de mesure de forme d’une monture de lu-
nettes selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
le dispositif de commande pour mesurer et calculer
la forme de la monture est configuré pour enregistrer
la valeur de rayon mobile déjà mesurée et la valeur
de l’axe Z dans le cas où le niveau de changement
de la valeur de rayon mobile et le niveau de chan-
gement de la valeur de l’axe Z détecté au point de
mesure sont inférieurs à la valeur prescrite et dépla-
cer le palpeur jusqu’au point de mesure suivant tout
en maintenant la valeur d’application de pression
fixée à ce moment,
et
le dispositif de commande est configuré pour dépla-
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cer le palpeur jusqu’au point de mesure suivant tout
en maintenant la valeur d’application de pression réi-
nitialisée dans le cas où le niveau de changement
de la valeur de rayon mobile et le niveau de chan-
gement de la valeur de l’axe Z au point de mesure
sont supérieurs ou égaux à la valeur prescrite.

3. Appareil de mesure de forme de monture de lunettes
selon la revendication 2, dans lequel :

la partie de comparaison de niveau de change-
ment est configurée pour mesurer, par la valeur
d’application de pression fixée à ce moment, la
valeur de rayon mobile et la valeur de l’axe Z,
après le mouvement du palpeur jusqu’au point
de mesure.

4. Appareil de mesure de forme de monture de lunettes
selon la revendication 2 ou la revendication 3, dans
lequel :

les changements de réglages de la valeur d’ap-
plication de pression dans le dispositif de com-
mande pour mesurer et calculer la forme de la
monture sont des réglages correspondant à des
changements de la vitesse de mesure, et
le dispositif de commande comprend en outre
une partie de réinitialisation de la valeur d’appli-
cation de pression qui change la vitesse de me-
sure en correspondance avec l’ampleur du ni-
veau de changement de la valeur de rayon mo-
bile et du niveau de changement de la valeur de
l’axe Z lorsque le niveau de changement de la
valeur de rayon mobile et le niveau de change-
ment de la valeur de l’axe Z du point de mesure
sont supérieurs ou égaux à la valeur prescrite.

5. Appareil de mesure de forme de monture de lunettes
selon la revendication 4, dans lequel :

la partie de réinitialisation de la valeur d’appli-
cation de pression, pour déterminer une valeur
d’application de pression la plus appropriée,
sans déformations de la monture ou écarts du
palpeur (37), est configurée pour fixer de façon
préliminaire un tableau de valeurs d’application
de pression qui associe les directions ascen-
dante ou descendante et la vitesse de mesure
du niveau de changement de la valeur de rayon
mobile et du niveau de changement de la valeur
de l’axe Z et la valeur de rayon mobile et la valeur
de l’axe Z,
la partie de réinitialisation de la valeur d’appli-
cation de pression est configurée pour détermi-
ner la vitesse de mesure en utilisant l’ampleur
de niveau de changement de la valeur de rayon
mobile et l’ampleur de changement de la valeur
de l’axe Z obtenue à partir des données de me-

sure et des directions ascendante ou descen-
dante de la valeur de rayon mobile et la valeur
de l’axe Z obtenue à partir des données de me-
sure et du tableau d’application de pression fixé
de façon préliminaire lorsque le niveau de chan-
gement de la valeur de rayon mobile et le niveau
de changement de la valeur de l’axe Z d’un point
de mesure sont supérieurs ou égaux à la valeur
prescrite, et
la partie de réinitialisation de la valeur d’appli-
cation de pression est configurée pour réinitia-
liser la vitesse de mesure à la vitesse de mesure
déterminée.

6. Appareil de mesure de forme de monture de lunettes
selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

le dispositif de commande pour mesurer et cal-
culer la forme de la monture comprend en outre
une partie pour remesurer la valeur de forme de
monture qui remesure, en utilisant la valeur
d’application de pression réinitialisée, la valeur
de rayon mobile et la valeur de l’axe Z du point
de mesure avec le niveau de changement dé-
terminé pour être supérieur ou égal à la valeur
prescrite.

7. Appareil de mesure de forme de monture de lunettes
selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

le dispositif de contrôle de mesure et de calcul
de forme de la monture comprend en outre une
partie de réglage initial de la valeur d’ application
de pression prescrite qui réalise des réglages
initiaux de la valeur d’application de pression
prescrite, et
la partie de réglage initial, lors du démarrage de
la mesure de la forme de la monture, est confi-
gurée pour régler initialement la valeur d’appli-
cation de pression prescrite à une vitesse de
mesure comparativement élevée, dans laquelle
la durée de la mesure se termine en un temps
court.
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